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istributed systems, such as satellite surveillance systems and real-time feeds for financial data, must be heterogeneous, interoperable, extensible, and available. By available, I mean a kind of fault tolerance: able to provide important services despite the partial failure of the computers or software objects in the system. A widely used distributed system standard is the Object Management Group's Common Object Request Broker Architecture. 1 CORBA, although successful, addresses only the first three characteristics. (The OMG did not establish availability as a CORBA goal because it would have entailed protocol standardization-a difficult task being actively researched.)
With respect to heterogeneity, for example, programmers can hide details of the underlying hardware and system software behind a portable interface, using CORBA's Interface Definition Language. IDL is a declarative language that is independent of the target programming language and operating system. It allows CORBA objects to invoke operations on each other even when implemented in different languages and even when running on incompatible operating systems.
Wrapper objects and Object Request Broker (ORB) gateways enable interoperability by letting programmers interface new technology to legacy information systems. For example, through a highlevel CORBA-IDL interface, a Visual C++ object running on Windows 95 can access a Cobol module running on a mainframe. 2 Finally, CORBA supports the development of highly modular applications, so programmers can more easily achieve extensibility-as well as better maintainability.
However, neither CORBA nor the complementary OMG Common Object Services Specification adequately addresses availability and reliability. 3 (Reliability is often used interchangeably with availability and further provides some indication of how an application recovers from a failure.) Specifically, CORBA does not support the dynamic replication of object implementations and cannot consistently detect partial failures in a distributed application.
Furthermore, important system services such as a naming service should be resilient to failures-for example, a software error, a hardware fault, a network partition, or a human lapse (a system administrator inadvertently shutting down a computer). One approach to achieving resilience is to provide multiple copies of the naming service on different computers.
Our firm is keenly aware of the need for availability. To help meet that need, I developed an experimental CORBA-based restart service and monitor called Piranha, which, like the identically named but unrelated Yale University system, is named after the piranha fish.
First, Piranha acts as a network monitor that reports failures through a graphical user interface. Second, Piranha acts as a manager: It automatically restarts failed CORBA objects, replicates stateful objects (objects that maintain an internal set of values) on the fly, migrates objects from one host to another, and enforces predefined replication degrees-numbers of copies-on groups of objects.
As a backdrop to the discussion of Piranha's design and implementation, this article first examines the ways in which a CORBA ORB should support availability. I then explain how Piranha affords availability.
HIGH AVAILABILITY WITH CORBA
To support highly available and reliable applications, CORBA ORBs must support • dynamic replication of object implementations, • long-lived object references, • a distributed notification service, • a failure detection service, • the automatic restart of failed objects, and • on-the-fly software component upgrades.
Dynamic object replication
Dynamic replication, defined as the creation of a copy of a CORBA object at runtime, is key to availability. It can be supported by extending the ORB with object groups, 4 and reliable multicast protocols. Replication may be active or passive. 5, 6 Despite the most careful planning, system applications can be dogged by unexpected failures. This CORBA-based tool that both monitors and manages distributed applications can help systems attain high availability.
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Active replication. Active replication is so named because every object participates in dispatching requests and replying to clients. In active replication, users-system administrators supervising a production application or programmers supervising an application still in development-replicate a CORBA object on several machines and subsequently join them to an object group. 6 Object groups, an innovation applied by the Electra Object Request Broker 7 with which I implemented Piranha, let programmers uniformly view and name a set of objects (see the "Electra" sidebar for more information). A user can apply an object reference to the whole group. Once the group reference is installed in a name server, applications can bind to the whole group as if it were a single CORBA object. Requests issued through the object reference are transmitted to all group members by reliable, totally ordered multicast, so the group members maintain a consistent internal state. A request, therefore, will succeed as long as at least one group member survives. Applications maintain object groups through ORBprovided operations such as create_group, join_group, leave_group, and destroy_group.
Increasing the replication degree of a CORBA object increases the availability of the service provided by the object: The service can now tolerate more failures of individual copies of the object. Changing the degree at runtime makes sense when a copy has failed or when the reliability requirements change. To increase the degree of replication, users can add a new CORBA object to the group. To join, an object retrieves the group's object reference from the name server and issues a join_group operation, using the group reference as a parameter. During the join operation, the ORB requests the current internal state from a group member and transfers it to the newcomer. Finally, the ORB notifies the group members of the admission.
To guarantee a consistent replicated state, an application request sent to the group must be synchronized with any outgoing state transfer and membership management messages: Every group member dispatches requests and membership notifications in the same order. This execution model is called virtual synchrony. 8 Virtual synchrony allows group members to know about their rank 4 in the group and to be made aware that another object has joined or left their group. This occurs regardless of whether the departure was done explicitly or through a crash (crash failure), a special kind of failure that means an object fails without emitting spurious or corrupted messages. 9 Members are ranked from 0 to n-1, where 0 is the oldest group member.
Passive replication. In passive replication, the oldest group member (rank 0) is the primary object and performs the computations associated with the requests; the rest of the group members (ranks 1 to n-1) are the backup objects. From time to time, the primary object multicasts update messages to its backup objects. 
Electra
Electra services
When the primary object fails, the backups obtain a membership change notification from the ORB. The backup object with rank 1 is then assigned rank 0, and it becomes the new primary.
Long-lived object references
In most CORBA ORBs available today, object references become invalid after their associated object implementation has failed. After a failure, a client application will raise an exception that terminates itself, unless the programmer implemented the algorithms necessary to deal with restarted objects. For example, when an object reference fails, the application could continue to contact the naming service until the object has restarted on a new machine and installed a new reference in the name server. However, this simple policy will lead to a storm of name server requests when a widely used object fails and also forces programmers to write rebinding code. Robustness thus becomes harder to achieve.
Object references might better be viewed as multicast addresses: When the referenced object (or object group) fails, its reference remains valid. The client's ORB must still periodically retry any pending operation, but now the application can continue as soon as a restarted object instance is bound to the reference, without contacting the naming service. The object reference remains valid even when the object is restarted on another machine.
Distributed notification service
A notification service provides operations that let objects report problems. For instance, an object might submit a panic notification when it encounters an unrecoverable I/O error or a warning notification when the amount of free memory has fallen below a certain threshold.
The notification service is a group of Notify objects, provided by IDL. The application that wants to submit a notification does so, via reliable multicast, to all group members. Users can join and remove notification objects from the group dynamically, without affecting the applications using the service.
Users can implement the Notify IDL interface in several ways. One is a graphical console that highlights the icon representing the machine on which the problematic object is running; another is a background process that forwards a notification of the problem to the system administrator's pager, such as a personal digital assistant. Users can join different implementations of the Notify interface to the same group, which enables notifications to be brought both to graphical consoles and to several pagers, for example.
Failure detection service
To recover from a failure, the objects must reach a consensus that a suspicious object-one that has not responded to another object for a certain amount of time-has, in fact, failed. It has been proven that consensus is impossible in asynchronous distributed systems prone to crash failure. Specifically, research shows that there is no deterministic algorithm that can reach consensus in an asynchronous system and tolerates even a single failure.
In asynchronous systems, a crashed object is indistinguishable from one that is very slow. However, by introducing a failure detection service-vital to any ORB implementing reliable applications-we can circumvent the consensus problem. 10 A failure detection service is a distributed oracle that makes suggestions about failed objects using time-out mechanisms and hints from the operating system. The oracle's suggestions need not be correct; a failure detector might erroneously assume a slow object is faulty. However, failure beliefs must be propagated consistently; every object must agree on which objects are healthy and which are believed faulty. Furthermore, the failure detection service excludes a suspicious object from the system and prevents it from submitting requests.
Automatic restart
ORBs should tolerate the failure of both individual objects and machines. Thus, besides dynamic replication, the ORB infrastructure needs a restart service to automatically restart failed objects.
With an automatic restart, if an object fails, the restart service simply restarts the object on the same machine. If a machine fails, the restart service restarts all the objects that were running on that machine on other available machines. The restart service knows to restart objects when the failure detection service submits a warning message through the notification service.
The ORB package should ideally provide a restart service in the form of an object group, one group member per machine. Each member knows about the objects running on the other machines, such that the restart service can restart objects when a machine crashes. The group members communicate by reliable multicast to maintain a consistent replicated view of which objects are running.
On-the-fly upgrades
In addition to allowing the introduction of new objects to an object group, programmers can also install new releases of an existing object implementation at runtime, without decreasing system availability and without having to rebuild or restart client applications (as long as the object's interface is not modified). The programmer simply joins a new version of the object to the group that contains its old To recover from a failure, the objects must reach a consensus that a suspicious object-one that has not responded to another object for a certain amount of time-has, in fact, failed.
version. However, if the old object is stateful, the new version must assimilate its state information.
Once the new object has joined the group, the new executable replaces the one belonging to the old version. The remaining old group members will either crash (because the executable was overwritten) or the users will restart them. The advantage of this approach is that users can perform upgrades on the fly, while applications are interacting with the object being upgraded. The downside is that stateful objects must cope with two versions of the state information.
PIRANHA DESIGN
Piranha is a CORBA object service that implements notification, failure detection, and restart services. Piranha, however, requires system support-object groups, multicast, multithreading, failure detectors, and virtual synchrony-not yet available in widely used CORBA ORBs. A CORBA ORB that does support these features, however, is Electra. 7 Piranha relies on Electra.
Piranha's main goal is to monitor and manage CORBA applications that require the presence of many CORBA objects. The Piranha GUI visualizes the status of applications running on a networked server and workstation cluster. The GUI is interactive, so users can scan a network configuration by clicking on icons that represent machines and network objects. The system updates the GUI in real time as objects are started, replicated, and destroyed. Several system administrators can run multiple concurrent Piranha sessions. Piranha multicasts every notification to all sessions, and each system administrator can monitor the actions performed by others. For application monitoring, Piranha provides a graphical representation of the network objects running on a distributed system. System administrators can watch computers (those that are running and those that aren't), objects being created on the machines, and so forth. They can also see crashes of machines or objects.
For availability management, system administrators can use Piranha, through the same GUI, to dynamically restart, replicate, and migrate stateful CORBA objects. Piranha can be instructed to enforce a certain replication degree on an object by automatically restarting any failed instance of it. If a host goes down, all of its objects will be restarted on another host, assuming that system administrators specified a "keep alive" activation policy for the object. Figure 1 shows the Piranha user interface. Piranha's main screen displays one icon per configured machine. Each icon is labeled with the host name and the number of objects running on the host. A healthy machine is represented by a terminal icon and a failed machine by a crossed-out terminal icon. An icon with an exclamation mark indicates a machine on which an object has failed or has reported a warning notification. The three boxes at the bottom of the display list the objects running on a selected host, the parameters associated with an object (such as number of failures or start time), and the notifications that were produced by an object (such as "running out of memory," "I/O error reading device X," "segmentation fault, core dumped"). The entries in the pull-down menus let system administrators start, restart, kill, migrate, and replicate objects on the fly.
Typically, a system administrator detects an exclamation mark on an icon when Piranha emits an audible warning signal. By clicking on that icon, the system administrators will see a list of objects running on the machine. Piranha marks the list entry pertaining to the suspicious object (not shown in Figure 1 ) and so gains access to the notifications produced by the object. This lets the system administrator determine if the object has failed, if the object has been restarted automatically, if there are operational replicas of the object, and so forth. 
OBJECT IMPLEMENTATIONS
Object implementations can be remotely activated either interactively through the Piranha launch tool or by the application itself through an application programming interface (API) that follows the OMG Life Cycle service specification. 3 
Activation criteria
The Piranha user may specify several activation criteria to guide object creation (not necessary unless a nondefault activation criterion is required). Users provide this information in the launch tool dialog box, shown in Figure 2: • Key(s): The object or objects to be created. So that Piranha can manage an object implementation, users must specify the path to the object's executable file, along with a human-readable key under which the object will be registered with the name server. In Figure 2 the key is /usr/ ois/ticker.
• Hostname(s):
The target host or hosts. Host names can be specified using simple regular expressions. For instance, a programmer might request three replicas of an object and specify, for example, the host criterion "harbard gungnir snotra" to have one replica placed on each of the hosts. In Figure 2 the wild-card character matches any host name. If no hosts are specified, Piranha will randomly select target hosts.
• Num. Replica: The number of replicas. Objects can be instantiated in the form of object groups for fault tolerance, cooperative services, or efficient data distribution. By default, the system creates only one object.
• Time to Live: The lifetime of an object. The object will be deactivated after the specified time (in seconds). By default, a lifetime is unrestricted.
• Architecture: The operating system used. A programmer might request, for instance, that Piranha create an object on a node running the Sun OS operating system on a Sparc machine. By default, no particular architecture is chosen.
• Keep Alive: Whether or not the object or its replica should be automatically restarted in the event of a failure. Keep alive is the default.
• Swap Out: Shuts down objects that have not serviced requests for a certain amount of time (typically one minute). Piranha will make the object's internal state persistent before it brings it down, and it will reactivate the object if it subsequently receives a request. Swap out's main purpose is to preserve system resources. By default, objects are not swapped out.
• Performance and Load: Creates objects on the least/most loaded hosts or on the hosts with the lowest/highest performance. The default is to create objects on the least loaded hosts.
API activation
Applications can activate objects through the operations defined in the GenericFactory interface, as shown in Figure 3 .
GenericFactory is a generic interface that creates the objects identified by the Key parameter. When it receives a create_object request, GenericFactory searches its object configuration table for a match to the key. The table entry specifies the type (interface) of the object and the location of the executable file that implements the interface. The Criteria parameter allows activation criteria to be passed to a GenericFactory object. If GenericFactory cannot create the object specified by the key, then it raises the NoFactory exception. If it receives an invalid criterion, it raises the InvalidCriteria exception. Finally, GenericFactory raises the CannotMeetCriteria when a criterion cannot be met; for example, if users specify a replication degree 
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larger than the number of available hosts.
The operation restart_object restarts an object or object group; destroy_object kills an object or object group. Finally, the supports operation checks whether GenericFactory can create a certain object.
APPLICATION
Olsen and Associates economists have developed algorithms to forecast foreign exchange rates. Because Olsen's customers depend on the FX_forecast service for trading and risk management, for example, high availability is important. Figure 4 is an example of a simple forecaster object with a CORBA IDL interface:
The new_fx_rate operation feeds real-time exchange rates into the forecaster CORBA object, which relies on that data to perform the forecasts. FX_fore-cast objects are stateful. To perform a forecast, a client application issues the fx_forecast operation. The date parameter defines a date in the future for determining the prospective exchange rate of currency.
Because Piranha lets system administrators monitor the forecaster CORBA object through a GUI, they can identify problems that occur with the forecaster object more quickly and with more ease, which increases the forecaster object's availability.
When programmers or system administrators specify a Num Replica larger than one, they activate the FX_forecast service in the form of a replication group. Client applications can issue requests on the service as long as at least one FX_forecast object is operational. Piranha lets users increase (or decrease) the replication degree at runtime. Because of virtual synchrony and state transfer, users can create new FX_forecast replicas while several applications are issuing new_fx_rate operations that alter the forecaster's internal state.
When users specify the Keep Alive criterion, Piranha will attempt to automatically restart failed instances of the FX_forecast interface. If a host holding a forecaster object goes down, Piranha will automatically restart the object on another host.
Objects can be migrated from one host to another by means of Piranha's pull-down Commands menu. This feature is useful for preventive maintenance because if a host must be shut down, users can migrate its objects on the fly.
Internally, object migration in Piranha works as follows: If an FX_forecast object is to be migrated from host A to host B, Piranha will first create an FX_forecast replica on B. Piranha automatically copies the internal state from the object on A to the newly created one. The two objects run in sync. Finally, Piranha simply terminates the object on host A. As a result of virtual synchrony, the forecaster's behavior remains predictable, and state information remains intact.
If all FX_forecast objects fail and cannot be restarted due to a bug in the FX_forecast code, client applications are not forced to quit. Since Electra object references are long-lived, client applications will, as the default, automatically retry any pending new_fx_rate or fx_forecast operation periodically and submit warning notifications through Piranha, to inform system administrators of the problem. As soon as the user solves the problem and installs an improved FX_forecast object, the client applications will continue.
IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE
Piranha, which took me about one month to implement and test, consists of 1,800 lines of Tcl/Tk code and 3,000 lines of C++.
There are two kinds of Piranha processes: the first (the "monitor") runs in the background monitoring and restarting objects, and the second (the "GUI") provides the graphical user interface. Both implement the IDL PiranhaGenericFactory interface in Figure 5 . There is only one monitor per host, but several GUI processes can be created on a single host. 
Protocols
When a monitor is started, it first introduces itself to the group-the object group holding all of the Piranha monitor and GUI processes-by multicasting the i_am_here request. It also passes its rank, host name, and host architecture. When a monitor terminates, it submits the i_am_leaving request. If a monitor terminates without sending the i_am_leav-ing request, the associated host is assumed to have crashed. The failure detection service reports failures to the group members. Because group members are aware of which objects are running on the hosts, any monitor can restart the objects that were running on a host that has crashed.
After a host has created an object, it sends the i_have notification to inform the group of the creation. In response to a GenericFactory:: destroy_object request, the monitor process submits i_nomore_have to notify the group that an object is no longer running. The monitor process then informs the group that a certain object was restarted.
The remaining operations, issued mostly by the GUI processes, deal with maintaining a replicated configuration table of the objects Piranha manages. Each entry in the table specifies an object through its key, interface name, and executable path. Users can configure new objects through the Piranha Object Configuration Tool. The check_in request informs the group that a new object was configured, and the host multicasts the check_out request after a user has requested to remove an object from the configuration table.
Performance I measured the time it took Piranha to create an object group for groups with one to six members and tested this on a cluster of four Sparcstation 10 and three Sparcstation 20 workstations interconnected by a moderately loaded 10-Mbps Ethernet. I ran a C++ benchmark application to measure the time needed to perform a GenericFactory::create_ object request. For this experiment, I configured the Electra ORB to run atop the Isis Toolkit.
In a create_object operation, the client application first multicasts a get_info request to the monitors to determine load. Using this information and the activation criteria, the client composes a list of the hosts that shall create the object. Subsequently, the client multicasts the list to the monitor processes. If a monitor process finds its host name on the list, it will create an object by using the key that was passed along with create_object. If it does not find itself on the list, the monitor discards the request.
The create_object operation waits until the monitors in the group have all replied. Then it registers itself with the name server. Finally, the client application retrieves the group's object reference from the name server and returns it to the application. The GenericFactory object implements this protocol in a client-side Smart Proxy object, a CORBA object reference with some extra logic.
In my experiment, creating an object meant creating a new process, which meant that as many as six processes, each with an executable 1-Mbyte file, were launched during a create_object request. The benchmark application and the processes ran on different workstations. It took an average of 627 ms to launch an object and 815 ms to bring up an object group with six members.
I also measured the time it took Piranha to detect a crash and start reacting to it. The results depended largely on the Electra ORB configuration. It typically takes less than 1 second for Piranha to detect a crashed object.
Detecting a failed object requires less time than the detection of a failed Piranha monitor process because the process that holds the object was created by a Piranha monitor process. When an object crashes, the monitor that created it will receive a signal from the operating system and inform the other monitors of the event by multicasting the i_nomore_have operation.
To detect a machine failure, Piranha relies on the failure detector of the underlying communication subsystem-Isis, in this case-and it took Piranha about 30 seconds to detect a failed machine. exchanges heartbeat messages to check for machine failures. The frequency with which these messages are exchanged can be set when the Isis runtime is started. A 30-second frequency is typical; 10 seconds is the lowest recommended value because the lower the value, the higher the probability that a healthy but slow machine will erroneously be suspected as faulty.
R eliable real-world distributed applications require system support that goes well beyond replication and state checkpointing. Such applications require the type of support offered by Piranha, namely application monitoring and availability management.
Piranha is an advanced prototype that is suited to monitoring CORBA applications running on a LAN. Piranha can be extended in various ways. For example, the tool could visualize network partitions: Large-scale CORBA applications running across multiple LANs can be affected by network partitions, which typically occur when the gateway computer that interconnects two LANs fails. The objects in either LAN cannot communicate to the objects in the other. The Piranha GUI could visualize network partitions and inform its users of which objects are separated from each other.
The main obstacle in getting companies to use Piranha is that the tool requires a sophisticated CORBA ORB that supports object groups and failure detection. To the best of my knowledge there are two such ORBs available today: Orbix+Isis and Electra. Orbix+Isis is a commercial product available from Isis Inc. (http://www.isis.com).
At Olsen and Associates, we are planning to reimplement parts of Piranha atop a widely used off-theshelf CORBA ORB, with the help of an OMG event service. We will thus need to reimplement features provided by toolkits such as Isis and Horus, notably failure detection and propagation of failure beliefs.
One related development effort is that of Kenneth P. Birman's research group at Cornell University, which is implementing a flexible toolkit called Ensemble. Ensemble is conceived for the development of highly available and flexible distributed systems. The toolkit provides both object-oriented and functional programming interfaces (http://www.cs. cornell.edu/Info/Projects/HORUS/).
A second related development effort is André Schiper's research group at EPFL in Lausanne, Switzerland, which is working on developing support for group communication and fault tolerance atop a widely used CORBA ORB (http://lsewww.epfl.ch/projects/). y
